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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis a microprocessor-based DC chopp~r drive 
for electric vehicles is designed and implemented. 
The DC motor is fed by a two-quadrant chopper, the firing 
pulse of which is set directly by the microcomputer. The 
system is centered around a MC6802 microprocessor. Atten
tion here is focused upon the motoring and regenerative 
braking of a DC motor. The PID (Proportional-Integral-De
rivative) algorithm implemented in the microcompu~er, acts 
on the error to result in the digital control pulses to 
drive the choppers. In the last two chapters, in addition 
to these, the experimental results are analyzed ~d system 
performance is evaluated. Further suggestions for improve
ment are given. 



OZETQE 

Bu tezde eIektrikIi ta§~t ara~lar~ i9in mikroi§lemci 
kullanarak bir DC k~y~c~-slirticli dizge tasar~mIanm~§ ve 
gergeklenmi§tir. 

Dogru ak~m motoru, ate§leme darbeleri mikrobilgisayar 
taraf~ndan denetlenen iki kadranI~ bir k~y~c~ ile slirlil
mektedir. DenetIeyici bir MC6802 mikroi§lemci etraf~na 
kurulmu§tur. Burada iIgi, dogru ak~m motorunun motorlama 
ve rejeneratif frenlemesi lizerine yogunIa§t~r~lml§t~r • 

. Mikroi§lemcide gergeklenen oransal-tiimlevsel-tlirevsel aI
goritma yan~lg~ sinyalini aIg~layarak, k~y~C1Y1 suren sa
y~sal denetim darbelerini ayarlar. Ayr~ca, tezin deneysel 
sonu91ar~ incelenmi§ ve dizgenin performans~ irdelenerek 
dizgenin geli§tirilmesi i9in oneriler s1ralanm~§tlr. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IN1'RODUCTION 

Estimates of the world's recoverable oil reserves vary, 
but it is generally expected that by the end of the 20 th 

century the world's oil is likely to be a very expensive 
commodity. This has led many countries to search ways of 
reducing dependence on supplies of oil and to conserve do
mestic supplies. Before discussing the new management con
cepts it is important to consider the conventional standard 
vehicle power plant and arive system Dharacteristics. Let 
us first examine driving in the city over the EPA/FUDe 
(Federal Urban Driving Cycle). It has a range of 17.65 miles 
and takes 35.6 minutes to complete this range. In a standard 
automobile it is found that fuel is consumed continuously 
over a 20 minute period (Ref. 1). Part of this fuel is used 
to propel the vehicle, that is, to overcome the road load 
(about 2.5 hp on the average), part of it is used to keep 
the engine idling at stops and part of the fuel is used to 
decelerate the vehicle when the driver depresses the brake 
pedal. The approximate amount of fuel used for each of 
these modes in city driving is shown in Table 1.A. 

Table 1.A Fuel Utilization Over EPA/FUDC for Standard 
Vehicles 

Mode Fuel ~~sL7.5 mi~ Percent 

Road load 377 44 
Brakes 259 30 
Idle 113 13 
Other 113 13 

Total 861 100 
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Clearly, to achieve the best fuel economy in the city 
in conventional cars, it is necessary to 1) eliminate or 
minimize idle and deceleration fuel, 2) make an engine o
perate at ,high efficiency at very low power levels, and 
3) recover energy from braking. Items 1 and 2 could be ac
complished by designing an engine with a wider range effi
ciency characteristics. Item 3 ~annot be accomplished with 
a conventional vehicle. 

The i.c.e.' has a maximum'efficiency of over 30 percent 
and an efficiency of over·25 percent for a large speed and 
power range. However, in normal stop-go driving its average 
efficiency will only range from 10 to 15 percent. This is . 
because normally i.c.e.'s are sized to allow hill climbing 
without noticable speed reduction, and for motorway travel. 
In stop-go driving the mean power required is low resulting 
in the engine being used at low efficiency, hence giving poor 
fuel consumption. 

To achieve good fuel economy on the highway, it is simply 
to match the engine peak efficiency point with the road load 
at highway cruise speeds. For example, if the power required 
to cruise on a ievei road at 60 MPH is 20 hp and the engine 
operates most efficiently at a setting of 20 hp then directly 
gearing the engine to the drive wheels through the proper 
ratio will provide the best possible mileage than o'ne could 
obtain. On the other hand, if the drive power is 20 hp as 
stated but the best efficiency is produced with the engine 
running at 40 hp then a flywheel which will be illustrated 
later, can be used to load level the system operating "on" 
half of the time and "off" the other half time. Thus the need 
for a flywheel during highway cruise is dependent upon the 
engine size than one is working with •. :?or example, if the 

flywheel handling the high power peaks and the small engine 
needing only to supply the average power over the cycle, this 
concept can work in flat areas, but would cause poor perfor-



mance on long hills unless a very large flywheel were used. 
This will also introduce important problems. 

1'he conventional ICE accQ,unts for the major contribution 
to air pollution caused by automobiles, it is natural that 
the processes of pollutant formation in this engine have 
been studied much more extensively than those in any other 
types of engine. 

The major pollutants in the conventional ICE exhaust 
are unburned hydroca'rbons (He) ,carbon mo~oxide (CO), and 
oxides of nitrogen (NO ). x 

Fig. 1.1 shows a set of curves which are widely quoted 
in discussions of pollutant formation in IC engines. It 
shows qualitatively how the levels of HC, CO and NO in the x 
exhaust are related to the air-fuel ratio employed in the 
engine. Carbon monoxide resulting from incomplete combustion 
of the engine, is seen to increase on the "rich" side of the 
stoichiometric mixture. Conversely, CO ciecreases with "lean" 
mixtures where excess oxygen is available to promote complete 
combustion of the fuel. 

Oxides of nitrogen are formed by high temperature non
equilibrium reactions involving the nitrogen and the oxygen 

in the air. Given sufficient time at the higher temperatures 
of combustion, further reactions would remove the NOx and CO 
from the products of combustion. However, ,in actual operation 
these further reactions are "frozen" by the falling tempera
ture of combustion during the expansion stroke. These occur 
because the rate constants of the reactions concerned vary 
widely, and are temperature ciependent. 

Control strategies which have been developed to control 
',exhaust emission levels include the following ; 

1) Operate at high (lean) air-fuel ratios. This is a 
highly desirable strategy since it 'simultaneously reduces 
CO and NO and improves engine efficiency. However, the 

x 
extent to which this measure can be carried is limited by 
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the lean flammability limit of the fuel. It is perhaps worth 
mentioning here that a considerable extension of the lean 
flammability yimit of gasoline/air mixtures can be achieved 
by means of hyarogen enrichment. 

EXHAUST EMISSIONS VERSUS AIR·FUEL RATIO 
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Figure 1.1 Exhaust Emissions Versus Air-Fuel Ratio 

2) Retard the spark timing. This reduces the peak .com
bustion temperature and thus reduces the formation of NOx • 

3) Use exhaust gas recycling (EGR) to the engine inlet. 
This is used much currently. The fuel/air charge in the cy
linder ~s diluted with exhaust gas and thus the peak combus
tion temperature is reduced. This can reduce NO x emissions 
Gonsiaerably. 

4) Catalytic converters in the exhaust line may be used 
to remove oxides of nitrogen and otner pollutants. 

Unfortunately, aifferent catalytiC reactions (reduction) 
are required to remove NOx~ as compared to the oxidation 
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reactions which are required to remove CO and HC. Further
more, lead-free fuel must be ~sed to avoid catalyst poiso
ning and this leads to lower compression ratios in the 
engine with consequent reductions in fuel economy. 

Figure 1.2a shows schematically a typical system for 
emission control, as fitted to production automobiles in 
1975. 

The system employs spark and exhaust gas recycling to 
reduce oxides of nitrogen, followed by an air pump and·cata
lytic converter to oxidize CO and unburned HC. Control 
systems like this achieve typically an order of magnitude 
reduction in emissions of HC, CO and NOx as compared to 
uncontrolled engine systems. However, t"he fuel economy (mpg) 
of the controlled vehicles is typically reduced by around 
10% by the use of such techniques. More advanced" proposals 
for emission are shown in figures 1.2b and L 2c. 
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Figure 1.2a 
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Figure 1.2b 
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Figure 1.2c 

At the first sight electric vehicles seem to offer a 
solution to the problems facing the conventional vehicle. 
They are quiet, do not cause pollution of the city centers 
and have the capability to reduce. dependence on oil. Electric 
vehicles (EV) have a long history but their development was 
ignored for many years because of the greater flexibility 
and convenience of internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEV). 
In the decade of the 1970's, however, several factors led to 
renewed interest in EVon a worldwiae scale. 

'l'he flexibility associated with the source of energy for 
electric vehicle contrasts with the operational flexibility 
of internal. combustion engine vehicles. The primary operati
onal differences between electric vehicles and internal com
bustion engine are in their energy storage characteristics. 
~hese include both mass and volumetric energy densities, 'the 
interdependence of power and available energy in batteries, 
and the limits on the battery service life. A closer conside
ration shows that the range and performance of electric vehic~ 
les is limited by the presently available energy source of 

the lead-acid battery. 
Performance is an important consideration if electric 

and conventional vehicles are to be in use at the same time. 
The rate of flow of traffic lights ~nd other junctions is 
determined by the slowest vehicle. At present, high perfor
mance can only be obtained at the cost of reducing range 
because the energy available from lead-acid batteries falls 
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as the rate of discharge is increased, as shown in figure 
1.3. 
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Figure 1.3 Capacity Versus Discharge of a Lead-Acid 
Battery 
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Table 1.B Comparison of lead':acid and zinc-chlorine 
batteries (Ref. 5) 

Lead-Acid Zinc-Chlorine 
Capacity 40 kWh 40 kWh 
Weight 1136 kg 259 kg 
Volume 0.97 m3 0.48· m3 

Energy Density 35 Wh/kg 154 Wh/kg 
Power Output 2 hrs 4 hrs 
(m:Lnute peak) 
Cycle Life 300-3000 500-5000 
Overall Efficiency 70 96 65 96 
Estimated Cost 1,200 1,200 

Range and performance of electric vehicles are related 
to the energy and power density of lead-acid batteries. At 
present high energy and power de~ands on a lead-acid battery 
.result in low cycle life for the battery. The problem with 
batteries Of. all types is that their capacity to retain an 
initial charge diminishes with repeated charge/discharge 
cycling. The quality of a battery in this respect is measured 
in terms of its life cycle or cycles to failure "at a given" 
depth of discharge expressed as a percentage of the full' 
battery ampere-hour capacity • 
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The generally accepted definition of "cycle life" of 
a battery is based on a standard SAE test, and corresponds 
to an inability of the battery-to retain at least 80 % of 
the charge supplied to it at the end of its useful life. The 
cycle life is often qlOted in terms of deep discharge cycles 
to failure, and these are generally taken to a depth of 
discharge of 70 to 80 % of full capacity. A typical value of 
cycle life for a lead-acid cellon this basis is approximate
ly 250 deep uischarge cycles (Ref. 2). This qorresponds to 
only 12,000 to 15,000 miles between costly battery replace
ments. 

It has been estimated that for an acceptable range 
batteries are required that have an energy density from 90 
to 200 Wh/kg. At present the maximum energy density achieved 
by a lead-acid battery is the 50-60 Wh/kg of a protype bat
tery of the Matsushita Electric Company of Japan. A typical 
car starter battery has an energy density of 30 to 35 Wh!kg, 
but it will not withstand repeated deep discharge cycles. 
Traction batteries have a poorer energy densi,ty, 20 to 25 
Wh/kg and are comparatively expensive, but they have a long 
life when subjected to deep discharges. 

In spite of intensive research efforts, present day 
battery systems are not competitive with petroleum-based 
fuels in these respects. As a result, both the initial and 
cycle life costs of electric vehicle, are expected to be higher 
than those of comparable internal combustion engine vehicle. 

To obtain a range in the region of 60 to 100 km about 
30 percent of the weight of an electriC vehicle needs to be 
the weight of the batteries. If 6 percent of a conventional 
ve'hicle's weight is petrol it can have a range of 300 to 
500 km. Also the conventional vehicle. has the advantage that 
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it can be easily refueled. Further, it is the cost, size and 
weight of batteries which prohibits any significant increase 
in the installed energy in a vehicle, thus vehicle range is 
generally limited to 80-100 km. 

A further problem with electric vehicles is heating in 
cold weather. A conventional car uses the waste heat from the 
internal combustion engine (i.c.e.) for vehicle heating, 
electric vehicles have to carry a separate supply of fuel 
for heatirig. For a six seater family car lighting, windscreen 
wipers, clock, radio and ventilation systems combined require 
approximately 270 W and power steering would require a,furthel 
500 Wand air conditioning, if used, has an average 3.5 kW. 

So far the electric vehicle has only been considered with 
lead-acid batteries as the energy source. Figure 1.4 shows 
typical efficiencies for the power supply and transmission 
elements which are associated with an electric vehicle, and 
it is seen that the overall efficiency of the system depends 
heavily on the efficiencies of the energy storage system, 
controller and motor which is employed. 
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In the long term alternative batteries will be developed 
that will make electric vehicle more ~ttractive. The most 
promising recent battery development has been that announced 
by Energy Development Associates concerning their zinc~ 
chlorine battery. A comparison of the lead-acid and zinc
chlorine batteries is given in table 1.B. A model car with 
a 45 kWh zinc-chlorine battery achieved a range of 240 km at 
88 km/hr. Also there is the possibility of the development 
of fuel cells that will supply the electricity in the elect
ric vehicles. Fuel cells require use of expensive materials, 
high operating and have a low cycle life. 

Possibly the most encourageing news for electric vehicle 
proponents was the recent announcement by the General Motors 
Corporation that they expect to have a production electric 
car on the road by 1985. This vehicle will probably be powered 
by zinc-nickel oxide batteries. GM have said they expect 
"reasonable cycle life and replacement cost for the batteries" 
giving the car a top speed of 80 km/hr and a range of 160 km 
between Charges. 

Hybrid vehicles can be built to reduce the fuel consump
tion or pollution of conventional vehicles or to improve the· 
range of electric vehicles. Whichever view of hybrids is 
adopted they shoUld only be regard~d as a stepping store to 
the day when light performance electric vehicles can be pro
duced. Manufacture of certain hybrid vehicles will allow a 
gradual change over in manufacturing processes. As progress is 
made these hybrids will be built with smaller engines and will 
use batteries of gradually increasing capacity. 

Before a more detailed study of electric/hybrids is 
undertaken, it must be remembered that the performance of the 

i.c.e. is being continually improved. 
The otto spark ignition engine has been in a continual 

state of development for the last 50 to 60 years. During this 
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time a complex supply and maintenance infrastructure has 
been built up. Improvements today have been mainly in imp
roving the power to weight ratio which is now around 0.5 
kW/kg. High octane fuels have led to fuel economy improve
ments higher compression ratios. 

The fuel economy of i.c.e.'s can be improved by 
1. Changes in engine design, 
2. More efficient engine use. Cylinder disabling can improve 
engine efficiency when the road load is less than the maximum 
the engine can produce, 
3. Use of alternative fuels or fuels with certain additives, 

-e.g. gashol, popular in the USA where alcohol is added to 
the petrol, 
4. Improvements in transmission. The losses in the automatic 
gearbox commonly used in the USA are ~uch higher than for 
a manual four speed gearbox. The advent of a commercially 
available continuously variable transmission Cc.v.t.) will 
enable the engine to provide the power required at the optimum 
engine speed to minimize fuel consumption, 

5. Reducing vehicle aerodynamic drag, 
6. Improvements in carburation. 

In this section, different possible vehicle configurati
ons, components and the objectives of the vehicles are expres
sed. Most passenger cars in use today have an otto spark 
ignition engine, alternative engines and fuels that could be 
used in future hybrid and conventional vehicles can be utilized 
in certain hybrid vehicles to maintain any advantages they 
may have. Some developments may have operative difficulties 
that can be more easily overcome in a hybrid vehicle, for 
e.xample, the use of a Brayton engine. 

1.1 Electric Vehicles 

The equation used for the efficiency of hybrid vehicles. 
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can be modified to consider electric vehicles (Ref. 3). 
Energy consumption per mile = Ew/(EFFb.EFFm.EFpt.EFFc) where 
Ew is the energy required at the road wheels, EFFb, EFFm, 
EFFc and EFFpt are the battery, motor, controller and trans
mission efficiencies respectively. 

Whatever vehicle is being considered maximizing EFFb, 
EFFc, EFFm and EFFpt and minimizing Ew are the only methods 
of reducing energy consumption. One obvious way in which the 
electric vehicle is more efficient than the conventional ve
hicle is that it does not consume fuel while stationary. 
Many present electric vehicles have their electric motor di
rectly geared to the road wheels. Using a gearbox will inc
rease the efficiency of the motor at low vehicle speeds. The 
torque at low speed of a series DC motor is superior-to that 
of an i.c.e. with a similar rated power output even without 
the use of a gearbox. However, the current required to produce 
the high torques is correspondingly high. As was shown in 

figure 1.3, the capacity of lead-acid batteries falls with 
increase in discharge current therefore, the use of a gearbox 
enables the range of the electric vehicle to be extended by 
reducing the size of the starting current. Since battery 
efficiency is high at low discharge rates but low at high 
discharge rates a gearbox will help maximize EFFb, at the 
price of a small increase in Ew. 

1.2 Hybrid Vehicles 

Hybrid vehicles are powered by two or more energy sour
ces. Using more than one energy source at first appears an 
expensive and complex alternative to the conventional vehicle. 
By looking at the merits of the i.c.e. and electric vehicles 
and by careful selection of hybrid arrangement and operating 
philosophy the auvantages of the different drives can be 
maximized whilst restricting their disadvantages. 
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Hybrids offer the possibility of regenerative braking 
which a conventional vehicle can not. It was mentioned that 
the i.c.e. is capable of greater efficiency that is obtained 
in normal stop-go driVing, the hybrid oggers the opportunity 
to improve the overall efficiency of the i.c.e. Consequently 
the greatest benefits from hybrids occur in urban driving. 
Driving at constant speed in a hybrid will require more fuel 
than a conventional vehicle, if the hybrid is heavier than 
the equivalent conventional vehicle as the second energy 
source does not assist in constant speed operation. A hybrid 
can allow the en~ine to be switched off during overrun while 

. the vehicle is stationary. It has been shown that this could 
save up to 20 percent of the fuel consumed when using CVT 
(Ref. 3). 

Hybrids can have several goals, for example, reduction 
of fuel consumption, minimization of air pollution, improved 
acceleration or noise reduction. Generally, it is not possible 
to achieve more than one of these in anyone vehicle. Attempts 
to incorporate all of them into one vehicle have generally 
resulted in failure to achieve any of them. It must also be 
remembered that while certain control schemes may benefit a 
particular class of vehicle these improvements will not 
necesseraly apply to all classes of vehicle.· Generally, good 
vehicles ,obtain greater benefit from a hybrid power train 
than cars; room for the extra energy store and the extra 
weight represents a smaller percentage increase in vehicle 
weight thar for a car. Busses also· stand to gain a great deal 
by being converted to hybrids because when used in City cen
ters their frequent stop-start operation means'that up to 
2/3 of the energy used is available for recovery when braking • . 

Hybrid vehicle configurations can be classified as either 
series or parallel hybrids, depending on the power flow path 
to the final drive unit. In the series system the energy 
sources are combined so that consecutive energy occur along 
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one of the power paths to the final drive. By contrast, in 
the parallel hybrid system the power units are each mecha
nically coupled to the drive wheels. The configuration is 

. illustrated in figure 1.5 for a battery flywheel hybrid. 
The complexity of hybrid drive trains compared 'with a 

conventional electric transffiission can be readily appreciated 
from the systems depicted in figure 1.5. A comparison of the 
three systems explains the current preference in some areas 
for series hybrids because these avoid the need for a continu
ously variable transmission (CVT). Series hybrids are, however, 
inherently less efficient than parallel hybrid configurations 

because of the increased number of energy transformations bet
ween the storage elements and the drive wheels. 

The two systems shown in figures 1.5 and 1.6 require a 
motor controller. These units are frequently sources of sys
tem malfunctioning and may also be a significant contributor 
to energy losses. Thus the system shown in figure 1.7 is 
potentially more reliable and offers better efficiency than 
the system shown in figure 1.6, even though in the latter 
case only a part of the power flows through the CVT. Moreover 
the system in figure 1.6 requires both a motor controller 
for the CVT and this added complexity and cost are unaccep
table. The system shown in figure 1.7 dispenses with a motor 
controller, because a compound-wound unit is used with the 
characteristics matched to the road load. Thus the power 
for accelerating and hill climbing together with the provision 
of regenerative braking, are supplied by the flywheel and 
the complete system is controlled through the CVT. 
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Figure 1.5 Series Hy-brid Configuration 
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Figure 1.6 parallel Hybrid Configuration 
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Figure 1.7 Sussex Parallel Hybrid Configuration 

Denotes energy exchange M: motor, G: generator 

56ME HX~RID CONFIGURATIONS 
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1.3 Flywheel 

Hybrids can be considered for extending the range and 
power capability of purely electric vehicles. These vehicles 
would have a single energy source, mains supplies electrici-' 
ty. The type of considered in this category would be battery~ 
ICE, battery-fuel cell, battery-battery and battery-flywheel. 
Each of these has specific merit; the frist two primarily 
address range extension and the latter two power augmentation. 
However, because of the interrelationship of battery power 
and available energy, power augmentation can also result in 
range extension. Furthermore, reduced peak-power demands may 
also result in prolonged battery life. 

The need to improve the performance (power) and extend 
the range of electric vehicles, coupled with increased battery 
life are the basis for electric vehicle related flywheel 
technology efforts. 

Flywheels have been used for many years to supply peak 
power for many industrial machines. They can be used in a 
similar energy source. With regard to electric vehicles, a 
considerable potential exists for range extension, performan
ce improvement and increased battery life, through the regene
ration of braking energy and load-leveling capability of 

flywheel systems. 
The mass'energy density(Wh/kg) of various types of fly

wheel is comparable to that achieved by modern lead-acid 
batteries, but the power density (W/kg) of flywheels is limi
ted for practical purposes, only by the strength of the re
lated hub, shafts and gears. This capability to transmit 

power makes flywheels ideal candidates for co~plementing a 
battery system in meeting the peak loads during acceleration, 

braking and travel on inclines. 
It should be noted that the improvement resulting from 

the recovery of braking energy is directly related to the 
number of stops and starts per kilometre, thus, operation in 
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an urban environment is a definite advantage. 
Although flywheels offer the promise of improved perfor

mance ane energy efficiency, th~y also add to the complexity 
of the drive train and control systems. In addition to the 
obvious advantages associated with performance and range, a 
hybrid vehicle incoporating regenerative braking may decrease 
maintenance costs. 

It is difficult to place an economic value on the extended 
range of an electric vehicle, but some studies suggest that 
this should be at least equivalent to the lifetime costs of 

the additional batteries which would otherwise be needed for 
the range of extension. 

The promise of increased battery life may be the most 
significant economic factor affecting the use of flywheels in 
electric vehicles, since a) the cycle life of present day 
batteries is seriously limited and b) th~ cost of the battery 

system is a major element in both the initial and life-cycle 
cost of the vehicle. if the flywheel could extend the "life of 
the batteries by o~ethird. the lifetime cost of the EV would 
be substantially reduced. 

While increased range and extended battery performance 
can be objectively eva~uated. the marketability of improved 
performance, in terms acceleration, hill climbing and high 
speed passing is less tangible. 

Energy storage in high speed flywheels is widely regarded 
as a serious possibility for the replacement or augmentation 
of other forms of energy storage in"automobiles. Very high" 
power density, typically of the order of 10 k-N'/kg and "modest" 
energy denSity, comparable with that of the Lead-acid battery 
are the main currently achievable characteristics of practical 

flywheel systems. 
The advent of fibre-reinforced composite materials has 

generated a great deal of optimism concerning the potential 
for substantially increased energy denSity in future flywheels. 
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The theoretical maximum energy that can be stored by a fly
wheel per unit weight d.epends on the ratio of strength to 
densi ty of the material from w·hich it is constructed : 

Here, . 

E 0' 
(-W-)max= O.0314.Kw• jD 

E is the energy density in watt hours /lb 
W 

Kw is a "shape factor" depending on the shape of the 
flywheel 

cr is the material working stress in KpSi (tensile) 

.fJ is the material weight density in Ib/in3 . 
A "volumetric specific energyn may also be defined by 

. E 
(-)max = O.0542.Kv • r:r 

V 
where 

~ is the energy stored (kWh) per unit volume of the 
cylinder enclosing the flywheel's maximum axial length and 
its maximum radial dimension (ft3 ) 

Kv is "volumetric shape factor", for the. flywheel if is 
the working stress, as previously defined in Kpsi • 

1.4 Hydraulic Accumulators 

Compared with other modes of energy storage, the techni
que of storing automatic energy in a compressed gas appears 
to have been relatively neglected. 'The compressed gas is not 
the only working fluid, but is used to pressurise a hydrosta
tic power transmission system using hydraulic working fluid. 
Hydraulic accumulator systems have evolved generally into 
three main types : the bag type, the piston type and the 
d.!aphram type, which is of relatively little interest in this 
thesis and is not shown. 

Characterisation of an accumulator as an automotive energy 

store requires : 
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1) Study of relationships between pressures, flows and energy 
losses over automotive duty cycles. 

2) Evaluation of energy and power density attributes. 
3) Safety analysis and optimisation of control systems. 

The energy and power densities of accumulators are not 
well characterised generally, and further work is required in 
this area. The main component of weight appears to be in the 
tankage reqdred to contain substantial volumes of high pressu
re gas ana hydraulic fluid. Using fibre-reinforced composites 
reduce accumulator weight and increase working pressures, 
achieve higher values of energy density. 

The achievable power density of high pressure hydraulics 
is known to be good, but gain it is not well defined in rela
tion to the automotive application.-

This is recommended as an area for further study. 
In terms of their achievable density of energy storage, 

6 

combustible fuels are clearly superior to the available alter-
natives for the purposes of automobile propulsion. Methanol 
(in the near term) and hydrogen(in the long term) appear att
ractive as alternatives to petroleum-based fuels. In each case, 
however, on-broad fuel storage capacity is likely to be signi
ficantly inferior to that of a conventional gasoline engIne. 
A premium quality of future engines is likely to lie in their 
tolerance of a broad variety of fuel characteristics. 

Advanced electric batteries or fuel cells are likely to 
achieve only modest energy densities(as compared to gasoline) 
and very poor power density. 

Flywheel energy storage'has little to offer with regard 
to energy density (as compared to expectations for advanced 
batteries), but can offer power densities which are superior 
to, all other known modes of energy storage. Parasitic energy 
losses (such as windage and bearing( seal friction)) are 
likely to cause problems and safe design and operating proce
dures have yet to be evolved for flywheel systems. 

HydrauliC accumulator systems are generally held to be 
n unpromising II on the grounds of their low energy denSity. 
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However, it is suggested that the ~verall potential and 
,characteristics of such systems ( together with their associ
ated energy conversion systems ) have not yet been evaluated 
properly. There appears to be s~ope for significant research 
in this area. 

1.5 Power Transmission 

As noted earlier, a continuosly variable transmission is 
needed to match the flywheel to the final drive unit in a pa
rallel hybrid configuration. To be effective the ( CVT ) must 
be of wide ratio and easily controlled, it must have a high 
efficiency and a bidirectional torque capability to allow rege
nerative braking. In addition. the device must be compact, 
lightweighted, QUiet, reliable and available price. Some CVT 
types are shown in figure 1.8. 

1.5.a Variable Ratio Belt - Drive CVT 

A number of different belt drives have been designed. They 
have the distinction of being the only CVT fitted as a standard 
transmission in a mass-produced cars. It was predicted that 
V-belt drives have a higher 'power density and a higher effici-' 
ency than traction drives. Thus, there has been intersitive 
research activity on the structure of the V-belt to overcome 
the power limitations of rubber belts. Metal V-chain drives 
have a higher power rating, but, they are noisy and are prone 
to erratic running. More recently extensive efforts have been 
devoted to metal V-belt (MVB) drives, but the fundamental prin
ciples underlying MVB 1 s were initially incorporated in a patent 
granted in 1911. These belts offer the possibility of transmit
ting for higher power than rubber bel ts , , there,by extending 
their useful range of application. In order to be suitable 
for heavy goods vehicles and bus transmissions, they must 
transmit 250-300 Kw or be used as an ~lement in a split' power 

drive. 
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1.5.b Traction-Drive CVT 

Several designs of a rolling traction drive CVT have been 
proposed. The primary source of concern with these transmissi
ons is the wear due to high contact stresses between the rol
ling elements. These problems have been successfully overcome 
in the Perbury Transmission, because complete separation of the 
rolling surfaces by a fluid film ensures that neither roller 
nor disc wear is a significant factor determining the life of 
the unit. 

The effiqiency of the Perbury unit is a function of its 
size ; at high power levels the losses due to bearing, seals 
and oil pump etc. Become less significant~ 

One of the earllest'CVT 'concepts was a cone-roller confi
guration. A recent design study in the U. S. includes a diffe
rential-drive to expand the ratio range of the transmission 
and a microprocessor control of the cone-to-roller. These cri
teria provide a framework for evaluating the variety of trans
missions that have been under investigation for some time. 

1.S.c Hydrome~hanical CVT 

The attraction of a hydromechanical CVT is that variable 
displacement pump and motor units are commercially available. 
However, poor port-load efficiency and high nOise levels have 
limited their application in vehicles. In some applications 
noise is less of a disadvantage and several manufacturers are 
known to be interested in hydrostatic transmissions for heavy 
goods vehicles and buses. Research. is also in progress to re
duce the noise levels and increase the overall efficiency of 

the basic units. 
Split-power hydrostatic transmissions can be used in con

junction wltheither hydraulic accumulators or flywheel energy 
storage 'units. The cost of the arrangement is likely to be 
competitive with electrical transmisslons which require expen
sive controllers. When properly engineered,theunits are com
pact and very reliable, but the problem of noise still remains 

to be overcome. 
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1.5.d Electroffiechanical CVT 

In this CVT, two motor- generators are mechanically 
coupled to a planetary-gear differential ; one is coupled 
to the ring gear and the othe~ to the planet carrier, or 
output gear. In addition, the two are electrically coupled 
together. Under heavy loading, most of the power flows 
through the more efficient mechanical system with the motor
generator set acting as a control. The separate motors-gene
rators are used for vehicle reverse and cruise and for ini
tially providing energy to. the flywheel. The range of the 
electromecha"nical CVT is limited by the ratio range of the 
planetary drive unit traction interface. The microprocessor 
control is i~cluded to improve the CVT efficiency and fa~igue 
life. 

1.5.e Electrical CVT 

Electrical " transm~ssions " may be particularly appli
cable in providing a flywheel inte~face with EV propulsion 
systems, and several configurations have been studied. The 
concept features an AC induction motor for propulsion; power 
to the propulsion motor is provided either by a 96-volt bat
tery pack or by the flywheel energy storage unit which uses 
a homopolar inductor motor-generator as the electrical CVT. 
A three phase inverter provides the necessary interface bet
ween the energy source ( battery or flywheel ) and the motor. 

Electrical " transmission " have the inherent disacivanta
ges of requiring several energy transformations in a complete 
charge-discharge cycle, but they do overcame the problems 
associated with sealing the rotor casing. The difficulties 
of maintaining a vacuum when the rotor contai~ent boundary 
is crossed by a shaft rotating at high velocity are well 
known and have received much attention. 
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Figure 1.9 Comparison of C'n. Efficiencies' _ 

'The fuel -ec.onomy, of automobIles could be improved signi- " 

ficant.ly::.by :;suhs:t.Lt.u.tin& 4,",";s'peed manuai gearbqx', or:by' deve-,; 

loping: ,w±d..e-~.(au:tomatj;c.:fgearboxes wi ~h torque, >converter:"~ 

look .... uIl~un:d:.er.~::'cnt..i:.a-e:·;::co,nditci'Cjns .,' Such transmissiqp<modifica~' .. 

tiorrS'~'cou:ldnbe'rea:stly::impletriEmted on a fairly sho;,t tim~~_s-;'r . 

cale:",::·hu~;':C?ref-q:I..'.;.:eV'alliation of. effec~s on engine .. ,:ourabl).;lty-,. 

noi.s:.e;;;.',.'Vi:brati:an.af;:an(i;;Jemissions is n~eded beforeh~nd an<d;~ia.';-. 

in .. pragress .:;¥ .:J 

Continuously variable transmissions ~could yield even 'c', 

. greater improvements ,"in, fuel economy ·~±th.conventional engi-::: ',: . 

ones, and constitute a vital component~incertain advanced 

systems such as those employing singt:a~shaft gas turbine""en---:· ...... , 

gines, flywheel propulsion and certain hybrid drive configura

tions. More development efforts coUld; be devoted to CVT's 

and'to the study of related considerations such as engine 

durability and emissions. 
The problems in ex~sting electric drives are related to 

energy and power limitations in battery storag~ systems. 

Development effort related to flywheeL could be rewarding "in ..... · 

the short term, while development of a light, Simple, highly 
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efficient traction motor such as the axial gap reluctance 
motor could repay the effort in the longer term. Despite 
considerable and continuing study, the potential .capabili
ties of hybrid propulsion systems have still not been pro
perly evaluated. More effort on simulation studies, inclu
ding the development and evaluation of accurate and reliable 
models of system components for such studies is recommended. 

In particular, the characteristics and potential of 
hydraulic accumulator energy storage and related power sys-

. . 

tem components.are_not well. established in a farm suitabl-e 
for automotive ~app·licationa;.')This problem requires both 
theor.et.i..caL .. an.d. .. experimen.tal,,}.work to develap~rid evaluate .. 
apprQpriate·:·:ma.deb3<~,. 
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CHAPTER 2 

~LECTRIC/HYBRID VEHICLE TRACTION DRIVE TRAIN 

Several EV related flywheel systems have been constructed 
and evaluated. The particular drive system is shown in figure 
2.1 which incorporates a battery/motor combination together 
with a flywheel which acts as an auxiliary· power source and is 
matched to the vehicle inertia through a single-sided Perbury 
CVT (Continuously variable transmission). With the presence 
of a Perbury CVT unit, providing continuously variable trans
mission to match the driving requirements to the motor and 
flywheel speeds under all operating conditions, the free run
ning of the motor within the parameters of its maximum effici
ency range was made possible. 

The battery-motor-flywheel-CVT combination poses a number 
of unique control requirements. In contrast to conventional 
vehicles, speed control in such a configuration is maintained 
through CVT. This implies a control loop which entails three 
Signals two ow which are on-off commands and the third cont
rolling the CVT. The implementation of these functions, 
however, calls for information processing capability and of ne

cessity, involves microprocessors (Ref. 4) 

! FLYjHEEL! 
CLUTCH(C) 

IBATTERY~ 

L-----f CONTROLLER 1-----' 

F ' e 2 1 Schematic Diagram of the Drive System ~gur • 
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BAnERY CHOPPER MO'fOR 
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<--

C(uftROL-~ 
~D i.--

lWSR 

Figure 2.2 

The attention here will be focused upon part of entire 
system. The circuitry considered here is shown in figure 2.2. 
It 1s aimed to design and control a battery/DC motor combina
tion. The controller ~hould provide operation in the motoring 
and regenerative braking mode where the microprocessor has 
the responsibility of the decision making. Error signal is 
formed according to deviation. The electric power is conver
ted into mechanical power during motoring mode (acceleration 
and steady run) and back to electric during regenerative bra
king mode (deceleration) by using DC drives. In this way, with 
a proper transmission it should be possible to add excess ener
gy of DC motor back into the battery, if the speed of the DC 
motor exceeds the reference speed. 

The direct current (DC) motor which i~ one of the first 
machines devised to convert electrical power into mechanical 
power is used to drive electric vehicles. The ease with the , 
DC mo~or lends itself to speed control has long been recog-

. nised. The versatile control characterestics of DC motors 
have contributed to their extensive use in industry. DC motors 
can provide high starting torque, and their speed variation 
range is large both above and below the rated speed. In addi
tion, it is fea by DC source or battery. 
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The speed control methods of DC motors are simpler and 
cheaper than AC motors. Although commutators prohibit their 
use in some industrial applications, DC motors playa signi
ficant role in many industrial drives and are the dominant 
means of providing a controllable source of mechanical rota~ 
ting power in industry. These advantages over AC type form 
the primary reason for using a DC motor in the vehicles drive. 

There are two large families of DC motors, the integral 
horsepower types having power ratings of one horsepower or 
more and the fractional horsepower motors with power ratings 
of ~ess than one horsepower (Ref. 5) 

The class of fractional horsepower DC motors which utilize 
electromagnets to generate the stator magnetic field are called 
wound-field motors. The electromagnets can be energized indivi
dually or in conjunction with the armature, the motors are 
known as s,elf-exci ted motors. Various configurations of elect
romagnet windings for the self-excited motors are possible 
such as : series, shunt or compound. 

The class of fractional horsepower DC motors which utilize 
permanent magnets differs from wound-field types in that no 
external power is required in the stator structure. 

2.1 Wound-Field Motors 

straight-series motors provide very large torque at start
up due to their use of coils in series with the armature to 
produce the stator magnetic flux. Because the field windings , 
carry the full armature current, it consists of a few turns 
of heavy gage wire. As motor speed increases, current reduces 
and so does the stator magnetic flux. This in turn causes a

nother increase in the motor speed. 
Straight series motor is usually employed where large 

starting torques are required. A typical straight-series motor . 
is shown in figure 2.3. 

Split-series motors are quite similar to straight-series 
motors, except that they have two field coils oppOSitely con

nected. 
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This feature accommodates applications where rapid polarity 
changes of direction. A representative application of this 
type is their use in aircraft actuators. A typical split
series motor is shown in fig~e 2.4. 

Shunt motors have armature and field coils connected in 
parallel. Line current in the armature is a function of the 
load configuration. The shunt motor has in the past been 
popular for both fixed speed and variable speed applications. 
The torque-speed characteristics are nonlinear at higher 
current level as shown in figure 2.5. 

Compound motors have both series and shunt field windings. 
'"hen the series field winding aids shunt windings, the motor 
is termed a II cumulative compound" motor, and when the series 
winding opposes the shunt winding, the motor is termed " diffe
rential compound" motor. In general, small compound motors 
have a strong shunt field and a weak series field to help 
start the motor. 

The compound motor exhibits high starting torque and 
relatively flat speed-torque characteristics at rated load. 
In reversing applications, the polarity of both fields or of 
the armature must be switched. A typical "is shown in figure 

2.6. 

2.2 Permanent Magnet ( PM ) Motors 

Since the stator magnetic field is generated by perma
nent magnets, no power is used in the field structure, The 
stator magnetic flux remains essentially constant at all 
levels of armature current and therefore, the speed-torque 
curve of the PM islinear over an extended range ( See figure 
2.7 ). With modern ceramic magnets, the stalled torque will 
tend to be higher and the speed-torque curve will tend to be 
more linear than for a comparable wound-field motor. 
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Torque--~ 

Figure 2.7 Typical Permanent Magnet Motor 

A comparison of a permanent "magnet motor and a shunt 
motor is shown in figure 2.8. The wound field motor has 
the nonlincar characteristecs at higher torque levels, but, 
permanent magnet has a linear torque-speed characteristics. 

The permanent magnet motor offers several advantages in 
addition to thpse discussed above. Perhaps," the most obvious 
advantage is that electrical power need not be supolied to 

" " 

generate the stator magnetic flux. Since the conversion of 
electrical po weD to mechanical power takes place in the 
armature. Winding results mostly in an r2R loss ( heat loss) 
in the winding itself. The permanent magnet motor, thus, 
simplifies power supply requirements while at the same 
time it requires less cooling. 
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Torque 
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High coercive 
strength of magnet 
resists armature 
reaction effects 
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Stator magnetic flux 
weakens due to 
armature reaction 

Figure 2.8 Speed-Torque curves are more linear for the PM 
motors compared to a shunt motor. , 

Another benefit of the PM motor is a reduced frame size 
for a given output power. Because of the high coercive strength 
of permanent magnets, 'their radial dimension is typically one
fourth that of the wound field motor for a given air gap (Ref.S) 

I 

The significant advantages of PM motors over wound field 
ones are summarized as follows ; 

1. Linear torque-speed characteristics, 
2. High stall ( accelerating ) torque, . 
3. No need for electric power to generate the magnetic flux" 
4. A smaller frame and lighter motor for a given output 

power. 
Because of the significant advantages of PM motors, they 

should be used in electric vehicles. However, we had to use 
s.eparately excited DC motor because a PM was not available. 

2.3 Control methods of a separately excited DC motor 

The equivalent circuit of a separately excited DC motor 
is shown in figure 2.9 in which Ra is the total armature cir
cuit resistance and La is the total armature Circuit inductance. 
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The back emf is generated by the rotation of armature in the 
stator flux field. !t is proportional to the speed of armatu
re and the field flux and can be represented by 

( 2.1 ) 

The basic steady state armature circuit voltage equation ie 

Va = Eg+laRa ( 2.2 ) 

The torque developed by the motor is directly proportional to 
the armature current I and the field flUX, that is a 

( 2.3 ) 

The simultaneous solution of the three equations yielde for 
the basic speed relation in DC motors, that is 

n = ( 2.4 ) 

Where Va = supply voltage, 

Ia = armature current, 

ka = armature vOltage constant, 

~f = field flux, 
k t = motor torque constant, 
n = armature speed, 
T = produced torque, 

Ra = armature resistance. 

The first term in the above equation represents the 
theoretical no load speed. The second term which is usually 
very small, represents the speed drop produced by the arma
ture current and hence the developed torque. 

The equation (2.4) shows that the speed of a DC motor 
c~n be controlled by three methods. These are : 

1. By the armature voltage Va which is nearly proporti
onal to speed, 

2. By the magnetic flux ~f which is inversely proporti

onal to speed, 
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3. By the armature circuit resitance Ra which is propor
tional to the speed drop. 

Armature voltage control is the most desirable and prac
tical type of control. This type of control is the basis for 
static DC drive circuits. In this method the field flux 1s 
held constant at its rated value and hence the variation of 
speed from zero to the base speed. The motor is said to be 
operating as.a constant torque drive. 

Field control is accomplished by reducing the shunt field 
current while keeping the armature vOltage at its maximum 
value. It is used to extend the speed above the rated value. 
The speed can not be changed quickly owing to the high induc
tance of the field winding. In this method the developed tor
que reduces as the speed increases. 

Armature circuit resistance control is not practical 
except for very small motors because of power dissipations. 
For these reasons, we decided to use the armature voltage 
control method. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DC CHOPPER DRIVES 

For the control of the voltage applied to the armature 
of a DC machine, chopper circuits are frequently used. 

The DC chopper converts directly from DC to DC and is 
a relatively new technology. The chopper can be used in battery 
operated vehicles where saving is a prime consideration. 
Choppers used in subway cars reduce tunnel heating. Choppers 
can provide regenerative braking of the motor"and r~turn the 
energy back to the supply. This r~sults in energy saving for 
transportation system with frequent stops. Chopper therefore, 
find wide applications in traction systems allover the world. 
Choppers will probably be used in future electric automobiles 
for speed control and braking. A few of good features of the 
chopper drives are ; smooth control, high efficiency and fast 
response and regeneration (Ref. 7) 

3.1 Principles of Chopper Operation 

3.1.a First quadrant chopper 

A chopper is thyristor on/off switch that connects load 
to and disconnect it from the supply and produce a chopped 
voltage from a constant supply VOltage. This is illustrated 
·in figure 3.1 • The chopper is represented by an SCR inside a 
dotted square. During the period ton' when the chopper is on, 
the supply terminals are connected to the ~oad terminals. 
During the interval t off ' when the chopper is off, load cur
rent flows through the free-wheeling diode DFW(Dl), and the. 
load terminals are shorted. A chopped DC voltage is thus pro
duced at the load terminals. The average load voltage Eo is 

giyen by 
(3.1) 
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= B ---

where t on= on time, 
t off= off time, 

T= ton+toff= chopping period, 
0( = ton/T = duty cycle. 

(3.2) 

Therefore, both average load voltage Eo and current 10 

are positive ana thus, power flows from source to load. This 
configuration' is used for motoring operation of a DC motor 
load. The load voltage is controlled by the duty cycle of 
the chopper. It can be varied in one of the following ways ; 

1. Constant frequency system : f=l/T. The chopping frequ
ency (and henc,e the chopping period T) is kept constant and 
the on time top is varied. This may be called pulse width mo

dulation. 
2~ Variable frequency system : The chopping T is varied 

and either a) on time is kept constant or b) off time is kept 
constant. This may be called frequency modulation. 

+ 

I 

Chopper 
'-----1 
I 

E 

---------
4 ton ~ 

4 ~ 

D 

. 
----- -------- -- ---
-- tof:C. 

~I 

Figure 3.1 Basic chopper circuit configuration and operation 



3.1.b Second quadrant or regenerative chopper 

The chopper configuratien shewn in figure 3.1 preduces 
output veltages less than the iziput veltage ( i.e. Eo." E). 
However, a change in the chopper configuratien as shewn in 
figure 3.2 provides higher load veltages: 

i, 
Smoothing 

r~.x:tu\ 

(b) 

Fivtd 

~ .. 

?igure 3.2 Step-up chepper configuratien 

'Khen the chepper is en, the inductor is cennected to the motor, 
and energy from the. meter is stored in it. When the chepper 
is eff, the inductor current is ferced to flew through the 
diode and supply. The induced voltage eL accross the inductor 
is negative. The induced veltage adds to the motor veltage to 
force the inducto.r current into. the supply E.lf the ripple 
current in the source is neglected, then during the time the 
chepper is en the energy input to. the inducter frem the metor 

is 

During the time the chepper is off, energy released by the 

inductor to the supply is 
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Wo = (E -E)It o off (3.5) 

For a lossless system, in the steady state, these two ener-
gies will be same 

EIton = (Eo-E)Itoff (3.6) 

from which t on + tOff 
Eo = E (3.7) 

tOff 

T 
= E (3.8) 

T-ton 
E 

= (3.9) 
1-0( 

Thus, for a variation of 0( in the range 0< ot< 1, the voltage 
Eo will vary in the range E < Eo <. 00 • This principle of ope
ration is utilized in the regenerative braking of a DC motor. 

3.2 Two quadrant type A chopper 

The above two circuits shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 are 
combined in the two quadrant chopper, type A. 

In figure 3.3.a, eo=O if chopper CH2 or diode Dl conduct 
and E=e if chopper CHl or diode D2 conduct. eo is therefore . 0 

positive. However, io can reverse diredtion. It is positive 
if CHl is on or Dl conducts and negative if CH2 is on or D2 
conducts. Since e is positive and io is reversible, power o . 
flow is reversible. This chopper configuration may be used 
for both motoring and regenerative braking of aDO motor. 
Because of these characteristics, in thi~ thesis, it is in
tended to use chopper A type as a drive circuitry. 
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Figure 3.3 A chopper drive using two quadrant chopper for 
motoring and regenerative braking. 
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We have been considering a chopper as an ideal on-off 
switch represented by an SCR inside a dotted square. A . 
chopper is, in fact, a main po~~r SCR switch together with 
the commutation circuitry to turn it off. There are various 
ways in which an SCR can be turned off. 

Main power switch is the thyristor. Once the thyristor 
is operating in the on state, carrying forward current, it 
can only be turned off by reducing the current flowing in it . 
to zero for sufficient time to allow removal of the charge 
carriers. When operating from AC supplies, the regular re
versal of voltages and currents allows turn off to be carried 
out naturally. ""hen power is supplied to the circuit as direct 
current, there are no natural zero current or reversal peri
ods and some other means of turn off is needed. 

If the commutation circuitry is included with the main 
thyristor, it is possible to force thyristor current to zero. 

I 

This process will be referred to as forced commutation and it 
allows the thyristor to be operated as a real switch capable 
of being opened and closed at will (Ref. 6) 
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CHAPTER 4 

MICROPROCESSO~ BASED SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR a SEPARATELY 
EXCITED DC DRlVE~ 

In recent years significant progrese has been made in 
digital control syetems. These-systems have gained popula
rity and importance in all induetrial applications due in 
part to the advances made in digital computers and more 
recently in microprocessors as well ae the advantages found 
in working with digital sy~tems. 

In this chapter the deeign of a microprocessor based 
speed control of a DC motor fed by two-quadrant DC chop
pers is described. The system is centered around a 6802 
based micro~omputer with the analog to digital converter 
( successive approximation type ) and the pulse amplifier. 
The software used manipulates the PID control algorithm and 
keeps the desired speed. 

4.1 Description of the system 

A separately excited DC motor with ratings of 3/4 hp, 
125 V, 6 A and 1450 rpm is being controlled by means of 
the A type chopper, the cutput voltage of which is directly 
controlled by the MEK6802D5 microcomputer. The actual speed 
of the motor and the reference are sensed by means of an 
8-bit analog to digital converter. 

The MEK6802D5 microcomputer evaluation board used in the 
thesis does three main functions; Firstly, it reads the re
ference speed for the motor which are stored in the micro
computer memory. Secondly, does all the necessary calcula
tions and the desired control alg?rithm. It outputs the de
sired command signals,to turn on/off the appropriate c~opper, 

lastly. 
In the design stage a minimization of the ex'ternal hard

ware is'aimed for and the software'is developed accordlngly. 
The software makes it possible to operate the closed loop 
system at different Kp' Kland KD, just by storing the desi
red values in the appropriate memory locations. 
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The block diagram of the complete system is shown in 
figure 4.1 and in more detail in figure 4.2. The circuit 
details and the functions of each block diagram are expla
ined. 

4.1.a Basics of microprocessors and microcomputers 

A conventional analog contrql method has several disad
vantages such as the nonlinearity in the analog speed trans
ducer, difficulty in accurately transmitting the analog 
signal, errors ~ue to temperature, component aging, drift 
ano offset of the analog components, extranous disturbances 
and so on. 

A digital control, on the other hand, is free from these 
disadvantages. :he control circuitry is conventionally made 
of hardwired logic circuits. This is satisfactory if the 
control requireQent is simple. However, if the control system 
becomes very complex and if flexibility of operation is 
required, hardwired logic circuits may not meet the require
ment. For example, the battery powered electric vehicle drive 
control designed here requires sophisticated and complex 
controls such as optimum control of speed,as well as regene
ration and braking for energy conservation. It may also be 
necessary having highy accurate algorithm, good speed reso
lution and fast response. These tasks can be performed 
better by using a microcomputer based system rather than 

hardwired logic circuitry. 
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4.1.b The M3K6c02~5 ~icrocomputer evaluation board 

The MEK6a02D5 microcompute~evaluatiori board allows the 
user to become familiar with the MC6800 family of micropro
ceSBors. The three basic components of the D5 are 1) U5, 
~he MC6802 microprocessor, 2) U12, the MC68A1316E ROM, and 
3) U23, the MC6821 PIA (Ref. 8). 

The MC6802 is the heart of the D5 system. The 6802 is an 
a-bit microprocessor that can execute 72 different (exact 

J 

instruction s·et of the MC6800). Included are binary an_d deci-
mal arithmetic, logical, shift, rotate, load, store, conditi
onal or unconditional branch, interrupt and stack manipula~i
on instructions. 

The MC6802 has a set of registers and. accumulators plu5 
an internal clock oscillator and driver. The 128x8 bit RAM 
hass been added to the basic MPU. The first 32 by.tes may be 
operated in a lON power mode via Vcc standby. These 32 bytes 
can be retained Quring power up and power down conditions 

via the RE signal. 
The MPU has three 16-bit registers and three.8-bit re

gisters available for use by the programmer ( figure 4.6 ). 

Program counter: is a two byte (16 bits) register that 
pOints to the current program address. 

Stack pOinter : is a two .byte register that contains 
the audress of 'the next available location in an external 

push uown/ pop up stack. 
Index register : is a two byte register that is used 

~o store data or l6-bit memory aadress for the indexed mode 

of memory addressing. 
Accumula~ors : The MPU contains two 8-bit accumulators 

that are used to hold operands and results from arithmetic 

logic unit (ALU). 
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Condition code register: indicates the results of an 
arithmetic logic unit operation; Negative (N), Zero (Zi, 
Overflow (V), Carry from bit 7 (e) and Half carry from bit 
3 (H). These bits of the condition code register are used 
as testable conditions for the conditional branch instruc
tions. Bit 4 is the interrupt mask bit (I). The used bits 
of the condition code register (b6 and b7) are ones. 

For a more detailed explanation and description of the 
~C6802 microprocessor, refer to the reference 12. 

The MEK6802D5 utilizes a 3.58 MHz crystal to control 
this circuitry (this results in a system operating speed 
of 895 kHZ). Power on reset is accomplished by components 
Rand C. 

Basic to the operation of the D5 system is the data bus 
(eight lines labeled DO through D7) and the address bus 
(16 lines labeled AO through A15). These buses interoon
nect to the various sections. The address bus is further 
decoded by the address decode logic into select lines. 

In the ROM (read only memory) instructions are stored 
permanently. The memory is a unit where instructions and 
data are stored. The memory contains a large number of loca
tions or cells. Tne size of the memory is equal to the number 
of locations in the memory. Unlike some types of memories, 
this ROM.retains data whether the power is on or not. The 
ROM section consists of the D5BUG Monitor and the User EPROM. 

The RAM section consists of a 128 byte static random 
access memory. This memory will retain its stored data as 
long as power is applied to it and can be written into and 
read out of as de~ired. The D5 uses this RAM as a scratch 
pad, which is a temporary storage for program material being 
processed. An example of this could be a program that uses a 
set of data a large number of times during the running of the 
whole program. This device would allo~ that data to be refer
red to as needed,ratner than being repeated over again in the 

main program. 
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Anotner D5 -board feature is the User RAM. This provides 
the user 'llii th an aa.di tional (lk) by:tes of memory. These memo'
ries are volatile, and power must be supplied to them to reta
in their stored data. 

The system PIA has two 8-line I/O port and four control 
I/O lines for a total of 20 interface lines. The four control 
lines provide for a variety of handshake operations. The two 
I/O ports are controlled by software to configure these 16 
lines as inputs or outputs in any ,combination. 

The user PIA allows the processor to talk to the outside 
world. The 16 I/O lines and 4 control lines are connected to 
a 24-p-in socket. 

The system PIA uses its A side to drive the anode segments 
of theLED·displays and the B side to drive the LED cathodes. 
The processor put data into the register of the PIA to display 
on one of tha LED's, then places data in the PIA registers to 
drive the next display element, etc. at a rapid enough rate 
t'~at the display appears steady. 

The ~eypad is connected to the cathode drivers of the 
LED's so that when a key is'depressed, an interrupt signal 
is generated. This interrupt signal causes the CPU to call 
up a routine in D5BUG, which then enables it to search for 
the key tnat was closed. The PIA is used to enter a new data 
or display data in the system. 

The D5 can be supplied to interface to the, widely used 
RS232 bus. An Asynchronous Communications Interface Adapter 
(ACIA) converts the parallel data on the data bus to a serial 
form suitable for transmission over a communications system. 

Addressing : The MEK6802D5 accesses 64K of memory space 
by use of 16 address lines AO through A15. The addresses E0¢¢ 
to FFFF access p~rts on the MEK6802D5 and external data buffers 
are not enabled for such accesses. The area from ¢¢¢¢ to ¢¢7F 
is RAM within the MC6802 and when the optional edge connector 
bus buffers are installed, all accesses to addresses ¢¢0¢ to 
DFFF are considered to be Off-board. The system memory map is 
shown in figure 4.4, the system Timing Diagram in fig. 4.5. 
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4.1.c Analog to digital converter circuit 

Speed information can be fed into the microcomputer using 
either a DC tachometer and a~A/D (analog to digital) converter 

.or by a digital tachometer and a digital counter. The motor 
speed and set speed considered here are fed into the computer 
through a fast A/D converter (successive approximation type). 
The set speed is set by a potentiometer and the motor speed by 
a DC tachometer. They are buffered by an operational amplifier 
circuit which are second order low-pass filters with unity gain 
Its cutoff frequency is approximately 100 Hz. The outputs· of 
amplifier circuits are connected to analog multiplexer/demul
tiplexer (MC 14052B). The MC14052B, analog multiplexer is ~igi
tally controlled analog switches."rt implements an4PDT or 2PDT 
Its feature low on impedance and very_low off leakage current. 
Control of analog signals up to the complete supply voltage 
range can- be achieved. PE6 and PB7 (PIA's Port B) used as out
puts are connected to the control ( A and B) inputs of MC14052. 
The OP-MIP l's output is connected to the Yo pin of MC14052 and 
the OP-AMP 2'. s output to the YI · pin of MC14502. The Yo and Yl 
act as inputs and Y as an output. The major function of the 
MC14502 is to serve as a switch to read and sample the set 
and motor speed sequentially. The selecting of the inputs is 
under the control of PB6 and PB7. Each one. of the inputs 
require ~ different combination of control .inputs A and B. 
For example, if PB6 and PE7 are-both low, set speed is fed 
into successive approximation type analog to digital conver
ter and if PB6 is low and PB7· is high, motor speed is pass,ed 
to the A/D converter. The inhibit input of the MC14052 is 
taken from MC14559's inverse of EOC output. While the system 
is in the conversion cycle, the inhibit input of the MC14052 
will be high. Therefore, all of inputs will be disconnected. 

After the conversion cycle is cQmplete, the inhibit input 
will be low and one of the inputs will be selected for conver
sion. Before going to A/D, sampling and holdi~g processes are 

completed. ( See appendix D ) 
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Holding capacitor is directly connected to the successive, 
approximation type of analog to digital converter. The basic 
block diagram of the system shown in figure 4.?'consists of a 
vOltage comparator (IC?), a vol'tage output D/A (IC8), successive 
approximation'register tSAR) (leg) and a clock circuit (ICIO). 

As the theory of operation of the S/A type of A/D is quite 
well documented and available in many texts on A/D systems, it 
will not ?e dealt with rigorously here, but, the basic system 
operation will be illustrated in order to define some terms 
for the A/D circuit. In operation, the syatem enables the bits 
of the D/A one at a time, starting with the most significant 
bit (MSB). As each bit is enabled, the comparator gives an 
output signifying that the input signal is greater or less in 
amplitude than the output of the D/A. If the D/A output is 
greater than the input Signal, the bit is reset and turned off. 
The system does this with the MSB first, then the next most 
significant bit, then the next, etc. After all the bits of the 
D/A have been tried, the conversion cycle is complete. At this 
time, another conversion cycle is started. 

At the start of the conversion cycle, the MSB of the D/A 
is enabled, presenting a VOltage to the comparator of half
scale or Vref/ 2 • The comparator makes a decision as to which 
of its two inputs are greater and gives the appropriate output, 
a high if V. is the greater and a low if the D/A output vOI-

~n 

tage'is the largest. The S/A storage register then turns off 
the MSB if the comparator is low. This process is repeated 
sequentially for each bit of the system. ( Ref. 9 ) 

The serial output of the system i8 taken from the output 
of the comparator. While the system is in the conversion cycle, 
the comparator output will be either low or high, corresponding 
to' the ~igital state of the respective bit. In this way, the 
successive approximation A/D gives a ~erial output during 

conversion cycles. 
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Appendix C shows a schematic diagram of an S/A type "A/D 
and a CMOS SAR. The system operates on +5 and -6 volt supplie3, 
and will operate at 5.5 sec/bit conversion rates. 

In operation, the'input voltage V. across ClO, drives an 
1.n 

LF355 OP AMP (IC6), connected as a noninverting, unity gain 
buffer which is used to translate impedances 'so that the impe
dance of the driving source has no effect on the A/D's output., 

The output of the D/A is a current sink proportional to the 
reference current I ref and the digital word on the address lines 
of the D/A, inputs Al through AB. The digital word input to the 
D/A will be represented by X 

10 = Iref·X 

Iret = Vref/Rref 
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where 10 is the output current sink of the D/A. 

(4.3) 

The comparator, IC7, compares Vo to V offset which is 
-1/2 1SB. If Vo is greater than V offset the cutput of the 
comparator is a one. Full scale voltage (11111111) of the 
system as set up was 1.06 volts. Any value of full scale 
could be chosen as long as one does not saturate the input 
buffer amplifier ( input voltage must stay about 1 volt 
below the pos'i tive supply of the OP AMP to keep it out of 
saturation) and the equation (4.4) and (4.5) are fOllewed. 

0.5 mA ~ I ref ~ 0.4 mA (4.5) 

Calibration of the system is very easy. Simply put a 
voltage of full scale minus 1/2 1SB into the input and 
adjust the full scale calibrate ( Rref ) to make the tran
sition from ( lllllll¢) to (11111111) occur at this pOint. 
Now put an input of +1/2 LSB into the system and adjust pot 
to set the ¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢ to ¢~¢¢¢~¢l transition to occur at this 
pOint. 

The system will run at 5.5}lsec/bit giving a total con
version of (n+l)x2 sec. In this case, n i~ 8 so the system 
has a conversion time of 9x5.5 or 49.5Jlsec. The primary limit 
of speed in the system is the propagation delay time of the 
comparator (LM311) and the SAR (MC14559). The propagation 
delay of the SAR is about 450 ns~c at 5 volts. The propagation 
delay for 1M311 is on the order of 200 nsec. Adding the propa
gation delays gives about 650 nsec. When the setting time of . 
the D/A is added in about 250 nsec, total delay is goo nsec. 
So, the clock which speeds-up to 180 kHz is adequate. 
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The start conversion pulse for IC9 is given by the CA2 
handshake output of PIA and End of Conversion is detected by 
using C~l handshake input of PIA. The operation mode of these 
control lines is determined by the bits in the A control/sta
tus. Control lines, in turn, affect the contents of bits 6 and 
7 of the control status registers as will be explained. 

The configuration of the Control/Status ~egister is shown 
in table 4.A. If bit 2 of the Control Register (CRA2) is a 1, 

the Data Register is accessible, whereas if it is a 0, only the 
Direction Regist_er can be accessed. Status bits 6 and 7 are 
set by the transitions of the CAl and CA2 lines. The rest of 
the bits in .the Control/Status Register are used to select· the 
functions of the control lines. Bits 6 and 7 can not be chan
ged from the microprocessor bus are reset indirectly by a READ 
da ta or WRI1'E data operation. (Ref. 10) 

Control line CA2 a~d CB2 can be used either as input or 
cut put control lines, and are controlled by bits 3,4 and 5 of 
the Control/Status Register. If bit S of the Control/Status 
Register is a 0, the lines function as interrupt inputs other
wise,act as cu~puts. They can be direc~ly programmed, if CRAS 
and CRA4 are both l's, the CA2 assumes the same level as CRA3. 
This allows the program control the length of time CA2 is low 
or high. For example, in our case, the accumulator is loaded 
with IMMEDIATE value (3C) byte and it is stored to the ptA' 
Control Register. This causes CA2 to go high, thus starting 
the conversion. Then, the control word is 34 and bit CRA3 is 
now made low, which causes CA2 to return to low terminating 
the strobe pulse to th~SAR. The next step to watch for the 
End of Conversion to set the interrupt flag status bit CRA7, 
whenever there is a negative transition (~) on the CAl. This 
is determined by testing the word loaded into A to see if it . 
is positive (bit 7 is a zero)._ If it is positive, the program 
is branched back to input the word again and test it. This 
100p is repeated until the status goes negative. 
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Table 4. A 

PIA Control word format 

CRA IRQAI IR~A2 CA2 Control DDRA CAl Control ACCESS 

CRB IRQBI IRQB2 CB2 Control DDRB CBl Control ACCESS 

Once SET, eRA7 can only be cleared by ,reading DATA 
register A. After this, microprocessor will carry out 
various tasks. First ,of all, it does necessary calcula
tions by using the PID algorithm and generates tha new 
firing pulses and send -them to SCR's through PIA's 
Bport to regulate the mtitor speed. 

4.I.d Pulse Amplifier 

It has been assumed that thyristors ( SCRs) in the 
choppers are fired at the desired instant for proper opera~ 
tion. The pulses coming from PIA's B port may not be strong 
enough to turn an SCR on. Besides, the gate and cathode 
terminals of the SCR are at higher potentials of the power 
circuit and the PIA's B port can not be directiy connested 
to the choppers. An optical isolation or pulse-transformer 
isolation is commonly used in practice to provide phYSical 
isolation between the microcomputer and the choppers. 
Figure 4.8 shows a pulse amplifier circuit using a pulse 
transformer isolation. A Darlington transistor is used to 
amplify the pulse-current. 
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4.1.e The Propuleion Control System 

The propulsion control system consisting of a separately 
excited DC, a 125 V battery and a two-quadrant chopper is 
shown in figure 4.9. This configution can be used during 
both motoring and regenerative braking depending on which 
of the two choppers A and B are in the conduction etate. 

Choppers shown in figure 4.10 are one of the earliest 
choppers and have been used widely. Main power switch is the 
thyristor TH1 • Its commutation circuitry consists of an 
auxiliary thyristor TH2 , diode D, inductor L and capacito~ 
C which are implemented to turn THl off. 

The use of two thyristors, one to control turn-on and 
one to turn the main the thyristor off, allows a much hig
her degree of control and flexibility. 

To start the circuit, the capacitors are charged by 
triggering commutation thyristors (TH2 ) first. They will 
turn off after a few sec. 

At cruising speeds where motor supplies the steady
state power requirement, control is achieved by varying 
the phase of the conduction intervals of the THl and TH2 • 
Thyristor 1 switches the supply into the armature terminals 
of moto"r, thereby an armature current CIa) is furnished in 
the positive sense. THI also charges up to the commutating 
capacitor C via D2 and L to a suitable positive value. The 
polarity change is in a direction so a3 to turn off THl 
when TH2 is triggered on. Subsequent to turn off the THl 
the freewheeling diode DFW becomes forward biased and 
ta~es over the armature current until THl is turned again. 
The operation of chopper A .is shown in figure 4.10 clearly. 
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Chopper B is employed during regenerativ.e braking only 
when the motor speed exceeds the reference. In regenerative 
braking mode when the chopper is on the motor terminals are 
shorted. The armature current builds up and energy is stored 
in the reactor connected in series with the armature. ·;hen the 
chopper B is off, armature current is forced into the supply. 
Energy stored in the reactor from the armature is thus released 
to the su·pply" 

The voltage oversnoots dv/dt, across the main thyristor is 
limited by the snubber circuit Rs-Cs " In practical applications 
the turn-off time provided to the SCR by the circuit, called 
the cir~uit turn-off time, must be greater than the device 
turn-off by a suitable safety margin; the deVice, otherwise, 
will turn on at ·a.n undesired instant, a procest! known as 
commutation failure. To protect it against commutation failure, 

11 and. 12 shown in figure 4.8 are ~sed. 

Thy I tired Thy 2 fired 

V THY I 

- -----+--~--4. I, -------
~-=-~ )' . 

Vd< . /Y I • \\, Circuit 

---~---/~---- -------J ~>.( --4----

'OJ ---1 

D 

.fo- Ve t/ '" 
.1 , 

,,-, Tum-otT 
I , lime 

I \ 

/ , 
'THY I / 

, , 
I \ 

I \ 'e I \ 
\ 

\ I 
\ I 
\ / Variable 
\ / period \', / 

'-/ 

A B C 

Van.able 
penod 

D 

figure 4.10 The Qperation of Chopper A 
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4.2 System Software 

4.2.a PID Control' Algorithm 
There are many control algorithms. The most popular are 

the on-off, proportional. deriva~ive and integral control. 
In this thesis a PID digital control algorithm (proportional, 
integral, derivative) will be examined. The PlD digital algo
rithm is often used where complete knowledge of the process 
or plant is lacking. Here, it is sufficient to control process 
within a certain range. For processes or plants that do not 
require full PID control, we can use one or more of the indi
vidual controls in the PlD algorithm (Ref. 11). 

The outputs of the PID algorithm in analog systems is 

de(t) K 
VpID(t)=Kpe(t)+KpTd ---- + ~ 

dt TI 

t 

.r e-( t)d t 

o~ ~ Derivative term Integral term 

(4.6) 

where e( t) is the instantaneou's value of the error. Transfer 

function in Laplace domain can be found as 

v(s) 

E(S) 

1 
= K (1+ ---- + T s) 

P TIs ~ Derivative term 
~ Integral term 

Derivative term (KpTd de(t) ) can be written as 
dt 

(4.8) 

in the discrete form, where EN is the new error and EN_ l is 

the previous error. 
The integral term can be written as 

t 

I(t) = S e(Z)dt: + I(to ) (4.9) 
to 

where t . is the initial time and l(to ) is the initial value 
o 

of l(t). 
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To approxi~ate tte intergal in discrete form, the equation 
(4.9) will be ~8 ; 

I(N)=E(N)+ I(N-l) (4.10~ 

where EN is the new error and I(N-l) is the previous integral 
part. 

The controller output will be as ; 

{4.11) 

It is seen that the evaluation of the control word is 
straight forward and only the previous values of error and 
intergal are needed. 

4.2.b Software 

The program flowchart written to work with the hardware 
described in the previous section is shown in figure 4.11. 

In order to maintain software flexibility, most of the 
tasks were written as subroutines. 

First of all, appropriate values of Kp' KI and KD are 
stored in the 0¢1t1, V5¢11, 11'¢12 locations of IrlC6802, respec
tively. 

At the beginning of the program, PIA is initialized, 
total error and momentary error should be cleared. Upon 
completing the initialization, commutation thyristors of 

choppers, are fired and then the processor gets the digitized 
set and motor speed and stores them in the. ¢¢11'¢ and V5¢¢1, 
respectively. After reading the set and the motor speeds, 
the commutation thyristors are turned off and PID subroutine 

is called to implement control function. 
This subroutine contains the multiplication routine which 

are required to multiply the calculated values of error, 

integral and derivative by Kp ' KI and KD, respective~y.· 

-" 
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After multiplication proportional and intergal error are 'added 
and the result is subtracted f+.om the derivative error. The 
total error is obtained at the end of the calculations and 

stored in the ~~¢E and ~¢~F. All the calculations in the PID 
subroutine are done in 16 bit form. 

After completing the PID subroutine, the processor checks 
the sign of total error. If the sign of total error is nega
tive the processor enter regenerative subroutine and fires 
the main thyristor of chopper B and turns on the chopper Bon. 
Otherwise, the processor enters motoring subroutine and fires 
the main thyristor of chopper A and turns chopper A on. 

Chopper's on time is determined by the high byte of total 
error which is calculated at the PID subroutine. 

Before going to the beginning of the program main, thyris
tors should be turned off. 
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Initialize PIA 

• C.lear Errors 
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Start Commuta
tion Pulse 

Get Digitized 
Set Speed 
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Motor Speed 

Stop Commuta
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PID SubroutinE 
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Regen. ? 
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Figure 4.11 Flowchart 
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CHAPTER 5 

SYSTEM EVA1UATIOlf and EXPERHIENTAL RESULTS 

The practical capabilities of the system configuration 
considered here can be evaluated by inspecting the results 
given in figures in this chapter. 

The solid line shown in figure 5.5 exhibit the response 
of system with zero differential constant. The set speed is 
accelerated from zero to 42H, then the motor speed will rise 
to the set speed in approximately 1 sec. The response of the 
system, to a steady-state loading and unloading is shown in 
figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 shows similiar responses with 80H 
differential constant. 

It is seen that changing the derivative constant does 
not change the system response significantly. 

Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show the effect of changing the 
"integral constant. DecreaSing the integral constant decreases 
overshoot amplitude and increases the settling time. 

The results (experimental) are found to be in good agree

ment with theoretical prediction. 
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\ c 

FIGURE 5.1 

MOTORING. 

Upper trace Comm. thy. anode cathode 
voltage inverted 

Lower trace Main (motoring.) thy. anode 
cathode voltage inverted 

Lines on the left of picture zero reference 
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FiG.5.2 

MOTORING NO LOAD 
Upper trace Armature current 1 A/div 
Lower trace Main thy. voltage inverted 50 V/div 

Armature current discontinuous 
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FIG. 5.3 
MOTORING LOADED 
Scale as in Fig.3 
Continuous armature current 
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fiG. 5.4 

REGENERATION 
Uoper Armature current 1 A/div 
Lower: Re§en. main SCR anode cathode 

voltage (inverted) 50 V/div 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION and FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS 

The evidence in the experimental results confirm the 
efficiency of the propulsion system. Since the PID control 
algorithm is used, the steady state error as well as the 
deviation of the speed due to load disturbance are set to 
zero. The top speed goes up to maximum motor speed which is 
approximately 1000 rpm. This is an advantage for an electric 
vehicle in overtaking capabilities. 

It is possible to use adaptive control which checks the 
system performance and changes control parameters which are 
stored in RAM. However, adaptive control cannot be done by 
using MC6802 as it wi~l decrease the chopper rate considerably. 

In order to upgrade. the controller, the MC6801 can be used 
instead of MC6802. 6803's instruction set include six 16-bit 
oper·ationa on double accumulator (D). The double accumulator 
is a l6-bit accumulator made up of the A accumulator is 
(which forms the 8 most significant bits of D), and the B 

accumulator ( that forms the 8 least significant bits). 
Instructions using· the double accumulator load, store, add 
16 bits, subtract 16 bits and shift the double accumulator 
right or left. Three new operations manipulate the index 

register (X) aa follows ; 
1. Push X register (onto the stack), 
2. Pull X register (from the stack), 
3. Add accumulator to X register. 

The push and pull of the index register allOWS quick tem
porary storage of the index registet. The most interesting 
new instruction for 6803 is an 8-by-8 bit unsigned multiply 
that provides a l6-bit result in 10 sec. This instruction is 
20 times faster than an implementation in 6800 software!Ref.12) 

Tne cost of Perbury type CVT does not seem to be decre
asing. So, instead of CVT, it is possible to employ the four 
quadrant chopper for reversible motoring or regenerative DC 

drive. 
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load Slack Pn .. lOS 8E 3 3 9E 4 2 AE 6 2 BE 5 3 II ·SPH.IM. II • SPl j •• 10,',: R • 
Stor. Inde. Reg STX OF ,5 2 EF 1 2 FF . 6 3 XH '101. xl ·IM. I, .' •• \9 t: 

II _ 

Storr Slack Pnl. STS 9F 5 2 AF 1 2 ' BF 6 J Sf" .... sPl • 1M • " -:e l '9 R • 
Ind. Reg • Slick Prol. TXS I 35 4 I x I .Sf' ·'-1· • • • Slack Pn.. • Ind. Reg TSX 30 4 I sP'l 'X .'.: . .'. --

CONDITION CODE REGISTER INSTRUCTIONS 

COlli!. CODE REG. 

IMPLIED 5 4h 2 1 0 

OPERATIONS MNEMONIC OP - '- BOOLEAN DPERATIO_ M I li_ z V C 

Clu. Carry ClC DC 2 I o ~C • .4. • • R 
Cltar Inltrrupl Muk Cli DE 2 I O~I - R'/ _ - • -Clu,O ..... IIow elV OA 2 I o ~V • · i· - R -Sol Carry SEC 00 2 I I ·e • .i. • • S 

H 

Sol Inler.upl Mlsk Stl OF 2 I 1"1 . • S l- • • -Sol Overflow SEV OB 2 I I 'V • . - • S • 
Aemll. A ~ CCR TAP 06 2 I A -CCR --@~ 
CCR -AemU. A TPA 01 2 I eeR 'A -l-l·,-r·l---

CONOITION CODE REGISTER NOTES: IB" 1OI,'lo""I.ut .. d elalrd 01_ .. 1 

1 (Bit V) Tnt: Rnull • l0000000? 7 IB,' HI Tnt 50tn bor ~ ""''' sop,,',c.nIIMSI by1~ • I' 
1 (Bjl CI TOIl: Rnull # 00000000' 8 IB" VI Tnt 1's co_menr ~IIow from sutllI«lton d lIS IIytrs' 

3 ilil CI Tnt: Dtei"'" VII ... 01 maS! sign,liCJn' Beo Ch.lleltf gru,o, Ih.,,'n,no? 9 'B,' HI Tnr linulr 1m ilion It,o'IB,I15 ' 1/ 
(Nol dnr.d iI pr'Vlously sel.) Il- IAIII ~ Condluzn Collf R.,.SIO' hom SIac:lI ISIr ~ O,..loonll 

4 (lIitV) Tnt: Operand' 10000000 prior 10 tiKul,on' 1\ (B"I) Sot -.. "'tmlItJl ocCutl, /I p.fYlou.!y 1ft •• lIIen' ~ 
5 llil VI Tm: Optrend • 01111111 proOf 10 "ttulion' 'nltf'orpIlS rqurrd 10 e." lho ... it SUIt 

I (llil VI Tm' SIt equll to rnull ot N(i)C .11 .. ""II "" occurrrd 12 IAIII Sot """ ..... II lho eontonts 0' Accu~ A 
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I 
00 
D 
I 

105 

HS 

Ll : L2 : 500uH 
C : 8uF 

L : 200uH 

L3 : I()nH 

LJ 
Dfw 

L3 

125 V 

Chopper A 

O2 

Chopper B 

".~ y 8 9 

2HC14052 y , 

1 IC5 

y 3 Y 
Inhibit 

lnF 
Cl0 

/' 
C 

- 6V 

470Jt 

15 
r-

V ref lk5 lk 

~ 
luFI 

·4 

10. 

V ref Vrs 

Rref R12 

PAD ••• PA, 

Vee 

Vrs : 1.06 V • R12 : 500 

Vref : 5 V • Rref : 2k5 

PB
O 

PB3 
PB6 

Port 8 

PIA 

MC 6821 

Port A 
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